Abstract-The problem of the necessary complexity of neural networks is of interest in applications. In this paper, learning capability and storage capacity of feedforward neural networks are considered. We markedly improve recent results by introducing neural-network modularity logically. This paper rigorously proves in a constructive method that two-hidden-layer feedforward networks (TLFNs) with 2 ( + 2) ( ) hidden neurons can learn any distinct samples (x t ) with any arbitrarily small error, where is the required number of output neurons. It implies that the required number of hidden neurons needed in feedforward networks can be decreased significantly, comparing with previous results. Conversely, a TLFN with hidden neurons can store at least 2 4( + 2) any distinct data (x t ) with any desired precision.
Learning Capability and Storage Capacity of Two-Hidden-Layer Feedforward Networks
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE widespread popularity of neural networks in many fields is mainly due to their ability to approximate complex nonlinear mappings directly from the input samples. The necessary complexity of neural networks is one of the most interesting problems in the research and applications of neural networks. Out of many kinds of neural networks, multilayer feedforward neural networks have been investigated more thoroughly. From a mathematical point of view, research on the approximation capabilities of multilayer feedforward neural networks has focused on two aspects: universal approximation in or one compact set of , i.e., , and approximation in a finite set. Many researchers [3] - [15] have explored the universal approximation capabilities of standard multilayer feedforward neural networks.
In applications, neural networks are trained using finite input samples. It is important to know: 1) how many hidden neurons are needed to learn an input data set and 2) how many different input data can be learned by a neural network with predefined complexity. They are the two sides to the question of the necessary complexity of neural networks.
It is known that arbitrary distinct samples can be learned precisely by standard single hidden layer feedforward networks (SLFNs) with hidden neurons with almost any activation function found in applications [2] . However, in most applications large numbers of input samples often need to be dealt with.
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If it were necessary to use hidden neurons to precisely learn distinct samples , where and , the complexity (size) of such neural networks would become very large with increasing number of input samples. Tamura and Tateishi [1] extended the research to two-hidden-layer feedforward networks (TLFNs) and found that a TLFN with hidden neurons and sigmoid activation functions can represent distinct samples , where , with negligibly small error. However, it is noted that such neural networks designed by Tamura and Tateishi [1] would still be very large in applications. For example, given 10 000 distinct samples , one such TLFN needs around 5000 hidden neurons. Now, the question is: can a neural network with much fewer hidden neurons be capable of learning a large amount of samples with any negligible error?
Inspired by the ideas of Tamura and Tateishi [1] and our previous work [2] , in this paper we rigorously prove the significant result that TLFNs with hidden neurons can learn distinct samples with negligibly small error, where is the number of output neurons. That means, the upper bound of the required hidden neurons for a TLFN can be reduced significantly and markedly, and thus, the complexity of the required TLFN can also be reduced sharply. The upper bound of the number of hidden neurons of a TLFN is much less than the number of different input samples. For the above example, one such TLFN with only 340 hidden neurons can learn 10 000 distinct samples , where , with arbitrarily small error. Compared with our new markedly improved results, the TLFN proposed in Tamura and Tateishi [1] needs a much greater number of neurons and connection weights, which increases the programming complexity. Moreover, in hardware (circuits, VLSI, optical, etc) implementations of neural networks, reductions in the number of neurons are highly desirable. In theory, the complexity of neural networks proposed by Tamura and Tateishi [1] is times of our new results in terms of number of hidden neurons. Conversely, a two-hidden-layer feedforward network (TLFN) with hidden neurons can learn at least different inputs, where is the number of output neurons. Our results on learning capability of TLFNs are a significant extension of the work of Tamura and Tateishi [1] . Although our study was inspired by the grouping idea of Tamura and Tateishi [1] , there are two key differences between our analysis and theirs. First, the method of Tamura and Tateishi [1] requires one to find a hyperplane to separate the input vectors into two equal groups and one vector which is orthogonal to the hyperplane. However, in applications it may not be easy to find such a hyperplane and its orthogonal vectors. Furthermore, such a grouping method by using hyperplanes cannot be extended to the case where more than two groups are required. In contrast, we show that it is not necessary to find such a hyperplane and its orthogonal vectors. In fact, almost any vector can be used to separate input vectors into multiple groups. Without this multiple grouping way, we cannot get the markedly improved results shown in this paper. Second, we introduce the concept of neural network modularity in our paper. That means, although overall the constructive network designed in our paper is a strictly standard TLFN, it can be seen as a combinative network consisting of different neural subnetworks playing different roles. In essence, it includes multiple quantizers, each consisting of two sigmoid neurons. Logically, each neural quantizer by adjusting the weights and the biases of its neurons can inhibit inputs within some intervals. In contrast, single inhibition neurons used by Tamura and Tateishi [1] is only suitable for two group case and cannot be extended to multiple group cases.
This paper is organized as follows. The necessary preliminaries are given in Section II. Based on these preliminaries, we propose in Section III a new TLFN with hidden neurons, which can interpolate distinct input samples with any arbitrarily small error. Generalization capability of the proposed TLFNs are studied in Section V. Conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Distinct Samples Approximation Problem in SLFNs
A standard SLFN with hidden neurons with activation function can approximate arbitrary distinct samples , where and , with zero error means that there exist , and such that where is the weight vector connecting the th hidden neuron and the input neurons, is the weight vector connecting the th hidden neuron and the output neurons, and is the bias of the th hidden neuron.
denotes the inner product of and . The output neurons are chosen to be linear. The above equations can be written compactly as , where , , and with , . We call the hidden layer output matrix 1 of the SLFN; the th column of is the output of the th hidden neuron with respect to inputs .
B. Upper Bounds of Number of Hidden Neurons of Standard SLFNs With Sigmoid Activation Functions
As stated in Lemma 2.3 of Huang and Babri's paper [2] , we have the following lemma. 1 This matrix has been used in [1] , [2] , and [16] , for example. arbitrary distinct input vectors , for any and chosen from any intervals of and , respectively, according to any continuous probability distribution, then with probability one, the hidden layer output matrix of the SLFN is invertible.
Proof: Since all 's are different, according to Lemma 2.1 for any vector chosen from any interval of according to any continuous probability distribution, then with probability one, , , are all different. Simply choose for all . Let us consider a vector , the th column of , in Euclidean space , where and is any interval of .
Following the same proof method of Tamura and Tateishi [1] , it can be easily proved that vector does not belong to any subspace whose dimension is less than . Hence, from any interval it is possible to choose bias values for the hidden neurons such that the corresponding vectors span . This means that for any weight vectors
and bias values chosen from any intervals of and , respectively, according to any continuous probability distribution, then with probability one, the column vectors of can be made full-rank.
Based on Theorem 2.1, a TLFN with hidden neurons which can learn any different input data with negligible error can be constructed in Section III. 
III. CONSTRUCTIVE FEEDFORWARD NETWORKS
A. One Subnetwork With -Hidden Neurons
For simplicity, we first consider the case where the output dimension . Consider a subnetwork as shown in Fig. 1 and the following subtargets: (2) where is a positive constant and is determined so that . The subnetwork has linear input neurons, hidden neurons and output neurons. The activation function in hidden and output neurons is the sigmoid activation function . Theorem 3.1: For any arbitrary distinct input vectors , for any weights and chosen from any intervals of and , respectively, according to any continuous probability distribution, then with probability one, the hidden layer output matrix of the network as shown in Fig. 1 can be chosen suitably such that for any input vector the expected output of the th output neuron is . Thus, such a subnetwork has the feature that for any input vector within the th input vector group the output of the th output neuron is .
B. Construction of TLFNs
Now we can construct the expected TLFN by introducing a quantizer neural module which consists of two sigmoid neurons, A and B.
First, we can add neurons in the hidden layer as shown in Fig. 2 and the outputs of newly added neurons are almost zero. In other words, for each input vector group , , only the output of the th neural quantizer consisting of neurons and is almost zero, and the outputs of the other quantizers are almost one (cf. Fig. 3 ).
All the weights of the connections linking these newly added hidden neurons to their corresponding output neurons are chosen same value . is a positive value and can be set large enough so that the input of th output neuron from hidden neurons and th quantizer) has small values for any input within input vector group and large negative values for any input within other input vector groups , . We can make and arbitrarily large and small, respectively, by setting and sufficiently large.
goes to negative infinity and goes to zero. Similarly to Tamura and Tateishi [1] , we add one more linear output neuron which is linked to all the output neurons in the previous subnetwork. And thus, those neurons, which functioned as output neurons in the previous subset, now forms the second hidden layer of the newly constructed network (cf. Fig. 4 ). The bias of the output neuron of newly constructed network is and the weights of the connections between this neuron and the second hidden layer is . Thus, this new feedforward network which can learn any different input data with arbitrarily small error.
Since Theorem 3.1 is true for multidimensional output cases, the construction method for one-dimensional case proposed as above can be straightforward extended to the multidimensional case where . For -dimensional output cases, each output neuron in one-dimensional case as shown in Fig. 1 shall be replaced with neurons, that means, it shall have output neuron group , , each group consisting of neurons. According to Theorem 3.1, we can choose weights and biases of hidden neurons such that for any input of th input vector group , the output of th output group is , where , , , where is a positive constant and is determined so that . We add an output layer with linear neurons in which the biases are and let only the th neuron in each neuron group of the second hidden layer, , be connected to the th neuron in the new output layer with corresponding weights as shown in Fig. 5 . We add quantizers each consisting of two sigmoid neurons as described above. Thus, this newly constructed network can learn any arbitrary distinct samples with arbitrarily negligible error.
This newly constructed feedforward network has two hidden layers. There are and hidden neurons in the first and second hidden layers, respectively (cf. Fig. 5 ).
Note that , thus, if we get . Therefore, a standard TLFN with neurons in first hidden layer and in the second hidden layer, respectively, can represent distinct input samples with any desired precision.
IV. STORAGE CAPACITY
Since a TLFN with hidden neurons can represent distinct input samples with any desired precision, in other words, a TLFN with hidden neurons can memorize at least any distinct samples with any desired precision, where is the number of output neurons. Interestingly, it is easily seen that the storage capacity of a TLFN could be increased by reducing , the number of output neurons. That means, given the same number of hidden neurons, the storage capacity of a TLFN with one output neuron may be larger than that of a TLFN with multiple output neurons. In some cases one can reduce number of output neurons of a TLFN so as to increase its storage capacity.
Yamasaki [17] showed that examples in the general position 2 can be memorized by a -hidden-layer network which has input units in the input layer, hidden units in the th hidden layer, and a single output unit in the output layer. Especially, the lower bound of the storage capacity for two-hidden-layer network is , which is much less than ours for single-output case, .
V. CLASSIFIERS AND GENERALIZATION
In the previous section, we have constructed a two-hiddenlayer feedforward network with neurons in first hidden layer and in the second hidden layer, respectively, which can interpolate distinct samples with arbitrary small error. One natural concern is whether the proposed TLFNs can have good generalization capability. Without going into detail to quantify them with full generality in this paper, we can analyze a simplified situation where the proposed architecture is adopted in pattern classification applications.
For simplicity, we can consider the proposed network architecture (classifier) with a single output neuron. Assume that we have training patterns , where and . In pattern classification applications, the linear output neuron of the proposed network can be simply replaced with a threshold neuron 3 .
A. Generalization Performance
Similar to (2) , for the proposed network architecture used as a classifier in classification applications (cf. Fig. 4 ), we choose (5) where is a positive factor, , and can be adjusted to achieve optimum generalization performance for the proposed classifier. The weights connecting the second hidden layer to the output neuron are , and the bias of the output neuron is . As analyzed in the previous section, similarly for this classifier the weight and bias of the th neuron in the first hidden layer (except those quantizers) can be chosen from any intervals of and , respectively. Thus, the values of parameters can be chosen as small as needed. The weight connecting the neurons (except those quantizer neural modules) of first hidden layer to the th neuron in the second hidden layer can be chosen suitably such that for any input vector the expected output of the th output neuron is . . . and we have . Thus, the values of parameters can be chosen as small as needed by adjusting weight size factor .
The weights connecting the input neurons to the quantizers of the first hidden neurons are or . The biases of the th quantizers and [according to equations (3) and (4) 1, 2, 3 for the first hidden, second hidden, and output layer, respectively) and the network architecture corresponding to a set of weights. Thus, a slightly modified Bartlett theorem for sigmoid two-hidden-layer feedforward networks is Theorem 5.1 [19] : Suppose is a probability distribution on , with , , and . Let
. Given a standard two-hidden-layer sigmoid feedforward network architecture , if for , where is the number of neurons in computation layer , , then with probability at least over a training sample chosen according to , very in has (6) for a constant . Constant depends only on the number of layers (except input layer) of the network architecture , thus, it is fixed for any two-hidden-layer network architecture.
, the misclassification probability of that a new subsequent pattern randomly drawn from the same probability distribution as the training samples is mislabeled by the trained network, depends on two factors: the sample estimate error and complexity penalty [20] .
is the estimate error 4 for the training samples . The complexity penalty depends on the size of the parameters in the network, rather than on the number of parameters. For the proposed network (classifier), weight size factor can be adjusted to make small enough so that the bound of the weights of the proposed network architecture will only be affected by quantizer factors and . In order to get small estimate error , one can set parameters , large enough. However, making parameters and too large leads to large values of weight bound , and thus large complexity penalty. On the other hand, small values of parameters , (and subsequently small value of weight bound gives a small complexity penalty, but perhaps with some increases in the estimate error . Thus, there is a tradeoff between interpolation accuracy and generalization capability, and proper values of and should be chosen in order to optimize generalization performance. As pointed out by Bartlett [21] , for networks with many small weights but small squared error on the training examples, then the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension (and, hence, number of parameters) is irrelevant to the generalization performance. Instead, the magnitude of the weights in the network is more important. We believe that it is true for our proposed network.
B. VC Dimension
The VC dimension is a measure of flexibility of the network showing the number of data points in a space that can be classified arbitrarily. Roughly speaking, assume that is a neural-network architecture with inputs and threshold outputs, which is actually a function set of each corresponding to a set of weights including biases, . Given a subset :
. is said to be shattered by if for each Boolean function there exists some weight set so that for all . The VC dimension of represented by VC is the maximal size of a subset that is shattered by . Many researchers have investigated the VC dimension of various feedforward networks. Sakurai [22] showed a lower bound and an upper bound of the VC-dimension of feedforward neural networks with single hidden layer of neurons and single output neuron, where all the neurons have the same activation function of the threshold function and the input patterns are in general position. Sakurai [23] showed a lower bound and an upper bound for the VC-dimension of a set of neural networks of neurons with piecewise polynomial activation functions. Koiran and Sontag [24] showed that is a lower bound of VC dimension of sigmoid network architectures with weights. It is shown [20] , [25] that there is a feedforward network with layers and a total of parameters, where every hidden neuron has sigmoid activation function and the output neuron has threshold function, . (For brevity, we are ignoring the details of VC theory in this paper since it is not the aim of the current work. The readers can refer to a good reference [20] .) Baum and Haussler [26] showed that for feedforward network with weights and computation units. 5 Shawe-Taylor and Anthony [27] extended Baum and Haussler [26] result from single-output threshold network to multi-output threshold network and showed that it also holds. It is known [20] that any set of input patterns shattered by a network of linear threshold neurons is also shattered by a network with the same structure as , but with the threshold activation functions replaced by a sigmoid activation function in all nonoutput computation units. Hence, these lower bound results also hold for standard sigmoid networks. It is shown [20] , [28] , [29] that for a feedforward network with parameters and computation units, in which each computation unit other than the output unit has the standard sigmoid activation function (the output unit being a linear threshold unit), the best known upper bound on the VC dimension is . 5 Computation units of a network 8 are neurons except input neurons.
Thus, our proposed feedforward network architecture satisfies (7) Since we have input neurons, and neurons in the first and second hidden layers, and output neurons (in applications , we have (8) VI. CONCLUSION In this paper, we have rigorously proved in a constructive way that TLFNs with neurons and neurons in the first and second hidden layers, respectively, can learn distinct samples with any arbitrarily small error, where and . On the other hand, given a TLFN with hidden neurons, we know that it can learn at least distinct samples with any desired precision. Our proposed network architecture has several features: 1) it has large first hidden layer and narrow second hidden layer; 2) the weights connecting the inputs to the first hidden layer can be prefixed and most of weights connecting the first hidden layer and second hidden layer can be determined analytically; 3) it may be trained by only adjusting weight size factor and quantizer factors and so as to optimize generalization performance; 4) it may have smaller values of parameters (weights and biases); 5) it may be able to overfit samples with any arbitrarily small error. It should come as no surprise that the proposed network architecture may be with good generalization capability if we recall some results from other researchers. Baum [18] claimed that larger (threshold) networks can also give interesting generalizations. Such a network might have a very large first hidden layer and a very narrow second hidden layer. Baum [18] also claimed that one may fix the connections on one level and simply adjust the connections on the other level and no gain is possible by using an algorithm able to adjust the weights on both levels simultaneously. Bartlett [19] stated that learning algorithms like back propagation are unlikely to find a network that accurately classifies the training data since they avoid choosing a network that overfits the data and they are not powerful enough to find any good solution. It is shown [19] that in pattern classification applications, if a large network with small weights has small squared error on the training samples, then the generalization performance depends on the bound of the weights rather than the number of weights. It is interesting to note that our proposed network not only has the features expected by Baum [18] and Bartlett [19] , but also shows Baum's claim valid for sigmoid networks. In particular, the generalization performance of such sigmoid networks may be optimized by only adjusting weight size factor and quantizer factors and . However, the problem how to adjust weight size factor and quantizer factors and so as to optimize generalization performance still remains open, we will address this issue in subsequent work (in preparation).
